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The Inner Power  
By 
K.S.Venkatram, AOEC 2018 

 
The Akaash Open Enterprise Center (AOEC) is a home office that is delivering Service improvement 
programs to develop a lite network foundation, where a Case Builder defines, designs and implements self-
sustaining solutions and services.  
 
Today this (small office) foundation is focusing on incorporating an ASSET Culture in businesses, Heritage 
dashboards for products & services and CCMA (Climate Change Mitigation & Adaptation) to ensure there is 
more fluidity in this onus.  

 
Fluidity in life is most important for us to go through stages of evolution. It is more vital for a baby 
in the womb, as it will need to intelligently adapt to changing environments in different stages of 
its embryonic development.  
 
To relate to any development 
 
Today we have education being provided in the conventional environment (that is in educational 
institutions) and via the online world (that is through Wikipedia and the numerous references of 
Research & Learning that are online for our forward thinking). 
 
We have real-world examples of life skill mentors, teachers and researchers pitching in time to 
teach children lessons to help them gear themselves up for specifics like health, science, 
technology and ownership to live in harmony.  
 
This has and will remain a common initiative, but is it time to look at what can we do to help  
people utilize an inner power (or PMS foundation) and also help babies develop a vital sense of 
self right from the womb itself?  
 
What does this mean? 
 
This means further questioning such as 
 
Is this interest about designing emergence that can help the embryos evolve for a world that we 
are experiencing? 
 
Again is it possible to design an emergence that is integral and realistic to address the dynamics 
affecting our lives today? 
 
 
A source of inspiration 
 
In the bulletin from Sri Aurobindo, there is a quotation that states - “One must first know and then 
act”.  
 
This article when questioned can mean that all life (that is embryonic or with emerging interests) 
shows intelligent fluidity to evolve.  
 
This said, we need to understand that the environment around us is diverse where climate 
change and sustainability related issues affect us and even the future.  
 
The critical thinking is that we must ask as to whether these issues are being mitigated via a 
convergent rate of development, growth and evolution? 
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The conceptual startup of a solution for these questions is that man must mitigate risks to further 
emergence.  
 
This article highlights one such conceptual startup or embryonic development that is - whether we 
can pronate an element called “enrichment of the inner power in people” or the “improved sense 
of self to a baby when it is in the womb”. 
 
The factor called enrichment   
 
We all have elements that can create an aura around us, but all these elements need not act as 
an enriching foundation.  
 
We need not understand higher learning.  
 
We need not even have the enthusiasm or inner control to understand how we are part of a 
universal vital. 
 
To set a context for this, what is this universal vital or inner control 
 
As we live our life, we often find that some people around us “open up a gateway to show us that, 
if and when we can extend ourselves to help others, we can realize that the light within is our 
aura”.  
 
To help others, we need to engage ourselves as benefactors and not only as healthcare experts 
as sometimes “our individual understanding or even a common purpose” can impact the inner 
power or vision in the vital gateway.  
 
I say the inner power or vision in the vital gateway is that vital interest that reminds us that we are 
“universally right” as long as we do not expect to develop further or cross this gateway without 
understanding the need for man’s self preservation.  
 
To understand ourselves or man’s needs for self preservation, or to ask as to what is right in “our 
living”, I proceed further to summarize that the “aura elements” that each of us can possess are 
as follows: 
 Aspiration 
 Love 
 Sincerity 
 Truth and Speech 
 Will and Perseverance 
 Openness and Receptivity 
 Gratitude and Faithfulness 
 Prudence and Balance 
 Nobility and Refinement 
 Truth and Realization 
 Devotion and Self-giving 
 
The issues people experience are mainly due to the fact that any self-development can be 
affected by changing elements that have or will emerge to manifest themselves to affect us in 
different environments. 
 
To understand manifestation, it is either self preservative or self destructive but never without self 
development. This means that to live sustainably we need right self development for self 
preservation. 
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To converge on right self development, today we have scientific and insightful learning that drives 
forward thinking but this article questions whether this insight can improve life as a conscious 
form?  
 
What is this conscious form? 
 
The questions associated with this are as follows 
 
Is a conscious form, life with all the aura elements? Or Is it a nuclear unification of ourselves with 
the vital gateway? 
 
To answer this, we must assess how a nucleus is less of a heuristic than most other simple or 
diverse unifications.  
 
Stage 1 
 
The statement being “most living entities have cells that have been formed some many hundreds 
or many millions of years ago”.  
 
In our history, nuclei have caused all the manifestations for example gender, recognition, inner 
control and elements for evolution. 
 
Stage 2 
 
To develop the conscious element in the current nucleus, we need a Health-Growth-Immunity 
(HGI) Expectancy or Sense of self that can universally drive us via organization and coordination 
and not by unicellular interests.  
 
What does this mean? We need this conscious element to develop a conscious nucleus of 
unification that can create vital footprints or cause necessary recognition, inner control and self-
giving straight forwardness to achieve manifestation that can enrich lives via integral and realistic 
relationships. 
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As simple insight, we need our Theory (scientific & insightful learning) to be concordant 
with Technology for such conscious nuclear unification 
 
 
 
 
 
     Conscious Nucleus of Unification 
 

 
 
Organization     Coordination 

 
 
 

Formulaic Organization   System Organization   Service Organization    Technology/Gateway Support 
 
 

Vital Sensorimotor            Plan/Control reasoning     Interests for a Quantum Emergence  
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QE catalysis)   Divine Catalysis) 
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Inner control and  
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(Leadership, Control and 

Innovation) 

   

 
 
 
 
 
 
The above representation is not completely new, but the highlight is to include a quantum 
emergence in all elementary understanding that we have today.  
 
This inclusion for quantum emergence can act as an imperative to “define as to how can we drive 
our lives for universally right reminiscence, percolation, succession and higher learning”.  
 
Stage 3 
 
Many millions of articles or news or research bulletins may carry much of this questioning, but the 
point is whether “any Formulaic Organization is being developed through this questioning”? 
 
What is the nucleus that controls us? Are these millions of articles or news or research 
bulletins controlling us? 
 
Do we simply interact in responsibility or do we develop quantum emergence?  
 
Do we understand that we decide the aura elements? All this and many more issues can 
be assessed proactively if we understand the importance in Formulaic Organization. 
 
Any Formulaic Organization will need to map what is needed for proactive catalysis where this 
map can then decide on how best can Leadership, Control and Innovation deliver the quantum 
emergence to make the nucleus “conscious of reasoning”: for the environment where we can 
ensure a richer life for people around us. 

Assets 
Gateways  

Instruments 
Service Carts 
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This conscious nucleus will then help develop lives, where there is more fitness for Self-
sustenance, Due Care, and Continual Emergence, thereby decreasing our expectation to deal 
with life or its limited lease by simply emulating “scientific learning, an existing point of view or any 
existing understanding”. 
 
The dynamics in today’s life is more about a lack of acknowledgement that irrespective of 
whether we fit in as people who have everything or as ones who have none of what others 
do…“we all need to develop to enrich lives” or as expectant parents we may need to add a 
“sense of self to the embryo in the womb to help it evolve in changing and diverse environments”.  
 
Why is this difficult? The effort is costly as most times we will encounter limited pro-activeness 
for insights that help universal sustainable development, growth and continual emergence.  
 
Why is there limited pro-activeness? Is it due to our integral insights to be… 
  
1. To be Individualistic 
2. To be simply relative to the problem 
3. To do what we know or to be process based  
4. To be conservative as to whether we can connect to larger perspectives 
5. To be individually preservative by gain 
 
One simple alternate in addressing such issues is to add a connector to enrich life 
 
To relate to this context, it needs to be acknowledged that aura elements are common for all of 
us.  
 
If we expect to enrich life, we would need to drive ourselves to be 

(1)
 devoted and self-giving for 

what we intend to do.  
 
The need to be devoted will also need us to be 

(2)
 prudent and balanced where we let the 

(3)
 truth 

and realization factor remain a 
(4)

 noble cause, where refinement helps make us more 
(5) 

sincere, 
grateful and faithful for what we reach out to in life. 
 
It is this reach that changes our expectations to lead, control and innovate - where if we have the 
necessary 

(6)
 will and persevere with our experience we can show the necessary 

(7)
 openness and 

receptiveness to enrich life.  
 
What could this mean to a person involving oneself with the real world? 
 
It could mean understanding 
  
 Life’s macro and micro necessities 
 Aspiration 
 Sincerity  
 Love 
 Health and wellness (termed as Health Growth Immunity [HGI] Expectancy) 
 
It could mean utilizing our collective experience to interface with more Organization and 
Coordination, where we design self-sustaining solutions and services in what we deliver to the 
external work environment.  
 
This could also mean that if we were to enable or train people in the  econometrician industry, we 
must focus on the vision called the “Vital gateway”, where this could mean involvement for “self-
sustaining environments that can help our emergence”  
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What does a self sustaining environment represent?  
 
First and importantly, it does not mean weakened or failing principles. It does not mean lacking 
cause or any limited understanding.  
 
It does represent a vital unification that can balance our need for energy (that is resources 
whether man made or natural) to produce but also control our footprints (carbon emissions or 
cases of depleting reserves).  
 
It also means that for emergence, we must produce or work with or deliver “universal” Assets, 
Gateways, Instruments and Service Carts to help lives persevere with what can improve life.  
 
It also is a newer “vital econometrician reasoning” that can enrich our lives.  
 
It is this aspiration and sincerity that must drive our explicit and tacit self-involvement so we can 
involve ourselves, and the people we care for to (implement or utilize) solutions for healthcare, 
science, technology and a unified ownership to live in sustaining harmony.  
 
It also means, we must not by role emulate logic but further understanding for the principle of 
sustainability.  
 
Why is all logic not simply an emulation? 
 
In finding any need or reason to take NEXT steps, today we must not symbolically emulate logic, 
as it does not drive a self-motive power to accelerate any of the aforesaid vital vision and 
understanding.  
 
To pronate intelligently and not simply take NEXT steps, we as people need a self-motive power 
to develop the conscious nucleus, where this nucleus and its inner blueprint is characterized by a 
model that includes a core that has 
 
 Formulaic Organization  
 System Organization  
 Service Organization 

 
What does the term a conscious nucleus and its inner blueprint mean?  
 
It means unified ownership and designs that enrich life and address existing dynamics for “a 
Quantum emergence” in any of what we develop or intend to develop as solutions for healthcare, 
science, technology and sustainability.  
 
We could stay connected to our online experiences or stand out to involve ourselves with a core 

association that accelerates or enforces our connector 
(termed as the emergence gateway

) to pronate 

intelligently.”  
 
  
One common reasoning that will interest most of us 
 
Today, it is that theory (or science) that is convergent with technology that can walk the existing 
mile, to emerge or to intelligently act to control manifestations that can change ownership for 
different elements that lead to development, growth and evolution.  
 
As seen today, our development, growth and evolution is more dependent on whether we can or 
do use impressions (tacks) of “power, recognition, gender and inner control” with “ownership to live 
productively or profitably”.  
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Tomorrow, this need not be the same 
 
Tomorrow it could mean, we need development of a “trusted ownership” where a “man or woman 
or (gender neutral) universal system” can “accelerate, recognize and control emergence” where 
the one taking a call need not identify with simple symbolic association but with a need for 
sustainability via the technology of “universal” Assets, Gateways, Instruments or Service Carts.  
 
This means that when I work on an environmentally influential blueprint, I must dedicate 
time to acknowledge the need to support sustainability and quantum emergence 
 
To do this, I could need to address the dynamics in life by furthering experience for a vital 
ownership that is still not part of all our investments in man-made or natural systems.  
 
To do this, I could need to describe a need for trusted instruments irrespective of the divide in 
evolution.  
 
This means that when I am at work (via science or technology or artificial intelligence), I must 
perceive and improve on an accelerator for trusted instruments that helps enforce a connector 
(emergence gateway

) to pronate for development, growth and evolution.”  

 
We (humans) are also instruments 
 
Today we are peer instruments (as technologists, experts, engineers or designers) who can 
change the reasoning that only “bigger envisioning deals with bigger problems”.  
 
This means that in our own custom made domains of work, we can develop assets that improve 
the ownership people show towards the environment and its need to be sustainable for 
development, growth and evolution.  
 
 

To relate further, one common interest for most of us is healthcare 
 
We deal with life related leases (…average years that one lives) in so many ways that we depend 
upon healthcare experts to evolve, acclimatize or coordinate.  
 
Today “illnesses or a lack of wellness“ can cause “unhappy feelings” as we often feel our 
potential to live is affected.  
 
In such cases, we may sometimes feel that we did not find a connection that could have 
developed more positive emergence in our lives.  
 
At this stage, everyday expectations or common symbolic associations do not matter to us.  
 
We start questioning as to what could have we done to live a healthy life? 
 
To take a stand for this questioning, we could question as to whether we are acclimatized to living 
a healthy life.  
 
For this acclimatization, we rely on healthcare providers, where some of them help us connect to 
their products and services via web sites, online searches, databases or links to information or 
even via visits to location specific hospitals, diagnostic centres or pharma care units.  
 
Today, healthcare providers cannot take a stand that all people will adeptly use or misuse their 
healthcare related information, but still can help coordinate people perception with a meaning that 
is driven by a knowledge base or emergent curriculum, where people register themselves to 
transform their understanding by discussing with select panels that respond and also track 
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questions that people have, or track what affects most people registering with them or even track 
as to what do people know about health and wellness in general.  
 
For some, this tracking may have evolved further to include diagnosis or a coordination to 
address illnesses or disease.  
 
As this is being done in many countries and developed parts of the world, in India, the concern for 
tracking acclimatization is that wellness education is still not very common, and is thus not 
available for all to benefit. 
 
Is such education a curriculum of what is needed for healthy living with help to diagnose 
illness, disease emergence or a lack of wellness? 
 
Today, wellness education is thought to be important, but it is not a coordinated and evolving 
interest to benefit one and all.  
 
Many healthcare businesses have or will deploy websites and online services for us to know 
about their healthcare solutions, products or services, where we rely on instruments like browser 
based devices to browse through information or even consult available databases to understand 
more about disease emergence, treatment options and a need for long-term habits. 
 
The interest is to take the next step in sustainable solutions, that is to design an Autonomic 
Expectancy Centre and/or HGI Expectancy Centre that helps improve the self-sustenance of both 
the providers and consumers (patients or customers) according to different management 
quadrants  
 
In Autonomic emergence for providers, we relate to different elements such as 
  
1. Site and infrastructure health, where this means sustainable and high performance buildings to 
provide services  
 
2. Knowledge acquisition and management, where this means body of knowledge reasoning for 
quality assurance, critical path management and sustainable operations 
 
3. Trusted ownership, where this is a responsibility to work for triple bottom line benefits for the 
business, people and the community (via focus for the times to come) 
 
In Autonomic emergence for consumers, we relate to different elements such as 
  
1. Physical health, where this means health and wellness  
 
2. Mental health, where this means self-actualization for a right mindset, or positive living and 
sustainable performance 
 
3. Spiritual health, where this means ownerships for our lives and the times to come 
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For the reader, an individual’s autonomic emergence (or “self-development and self-healing”) is 
known to increase the PMS quotient for both health and wellness.  
 
 
 
 
 
pLogo 
  
 
 
 
 

AOEC’s gap analysis solution includes toolkits to 

“recognize or help” the need for self-development 
and self-healing, where the focus is on  

11..  AAwwaarreenneessss 

22..  LLeeaarrnniinngg 

33..  CCoonnttrroolllliinngg  rriisskk  aanndd  aaddddiinngg  aa  tthheerraappeeuuttiicc  ttoouucchh 

For the reader, the toolkit is made up of a set of handbooks/guides that can help people perceive 
vitals for health, growth and immunity development. To start off you can read the Secure Your 
Life booklet to know more about the diseases prevalent today and the need to act for wellness. 

 
To help any understanding, the aforesaid PMS quotient is a vital sense that can help physical, 
mental and spiritual health and wellbeing. 
 
About the term pLogo in the illustration 
 
The term pLogo though having different interpretations depicts self-motive power for preservation. 
 
It can be graphically illustrated as follows 
 

 
 
 
Conclusion 
 
There is a lot of interaction and information that goes into developing lives, but this is a small gearing up that 
could help you, your business or social circle decide how you would want to improve this PMS quotient.  
 
The next article on improving the PMS quotient looks at “The Womb and the Sense of Self”  
 
  

Business 

PMS 

foundation 

Society Family 

Universal reminiscence, 
percolation, succession and 

higher learning 

Conscious hands that help   
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Further references 
 
You could start by visiting the following websites: 
1. www.venkataoec.wixsite.com/autonomics (for details on Autonomic Expectancy) 
 
2.www.venkataoec.wixsite.com/innerpower (for details on the HGI Expectancy Centre) 
 
3. www.venkataoec.wixsite.com/verisafenhealth (for details on AOEC’ VeriSafe model that can be 
adopted by hospitals, diagnostic centres and pharma care, to converge on the use of antibiotics 
and medicines to control infections and subsequent disease emergence) 
 
 

http://www.venkataoec.wixsite.com/autonomics%20(for%20details%20on%20Autonomic%20Expectancy)
http://www.venkataoec.wixsite.com/autonomics%20(for%20details%20on%20Autonomic%20Expectancy)
http://www.venkataoec.wixsite.com/verisafenhealth

